
 

The Cort brand is one of the most famous manufacturers of guitars and basses in all of history. They've been around since 1901 and introduced some of the most iconic instruments such as their fretless jazz guitar, jazz bass, and semi-hollow body model. Their guitars are also known for their legendary tone quality which helped make them a staple in history's greatest artists such as Chuck Berry, Bob
Dylan, Jimmy Hendrix, Slash and more. In today's article, we'll be going over a simple serial number checker to find the approximate year your Cort instrument was made. In general, you should be able to locate a serial number on the back of the headstock in between the tuning pegs and any other markings such as a country flag or logo. Let's get started! CORT Guitars - YEAR FORMULA Thanks
for reading! Hope you found this helpful in figuring out when your Cort guitar was made. If you have any questions or comments feel free to leave them below and I'll get back to you shortly. If you're interested in learning more about serial numbers, you can also check out this guide I wrote on Gibson guitars . Good luck! - Colin Guitar Photography by Oliver Leach [/ARTICLE END] Thanks for the
detailed guide. Here are the Cort guitar models after 1989 with their corresponding year of production: Cort SC-Series ("Cort Squier") See the Cort Guitars page for more details on each model. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] Guitar Gallery is a database of all instruments manufactured by Cort & Guyatone up to 2007. See the video at the bottom of this post for a guitar serial number checker demo. Cort
Guitars - YEAR FORMULA Thanks for reading! Hope you found this helpful in figuring out when your Cort guitar was made. If you have any questions or comments feel free to leave them below and I'll get back to you shortly. If you're interested in learning more about serial numbers, you can also check out this guide I wrote on Gibson guitars . Good luck! - Colin Guitar Photography by Oliver
Leach [/ARTICLE END]  

These were entry-level instruments aimed at children and beginners. The model names are only used on the headstock logo, model name stampings, and neck plate. These were Cort' first electric guitars without any wood body parts (only the top & back). Due to the lack of wood, these models don't have much value attached to them. You can use any position in this guide for any one of these models.
Here are all the different positions: These guitars don't have serial numbers anywhere on them so you can't check anything except possibly using a guitar reference tuner. These were entry-level instruments with maple bodies and necks. The model names are only used on the headstock logo, model name stampings, and neck plate.
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